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Here’s the book you need to prepare for the Developing XML Web Services and  Server Components with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and the Microsoft .NET  Framework exam (70-310). This Study guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  
	Practical information on Web services and server components  
	Hands-on exercises designed to give you the skills needed to approach the  exams with confidence 


Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including:

	Creating and managing Microsoft Windows services, serviced components, .NET  remoting objects, and XML Web services  
	Consuming and manipulating data  
	Testing and Debugging  
	Deploying Windows services, serviced components, .NET Remoting Objects, and  XML Web Services 
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Mastering Ubuntu Server: Master the art of deploying, configuring, managing, and troubleshooting Ubuntu Server 18.04, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get up-to-date with the finer points of Ubuntu Server using this comprehensive guide

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical easy-to-understand book that will teach you how to deploy, maintain and troubleshoot Ubuntu Server
	
			Get well-versed with newly-added features in Ubuntu 18.04.
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Optimal Design of Queueing SystemsCRC Press, 2009
The First Comprehensive Book on the Subject

Focusing on the underlying structure of a system, Optimal Design of Queueing Systems explores how to set the parameters of a queueing system, such as arrival and service rates, before putting it into operation. It considers various objectives, comparing...
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Nonviral Vectors for Gene Therapy, Part 2, Volume 54, Second Edition (Advances in Genetics)Academic Press, 2005

	Since the pioneering discovery by Felgner et al. (1987) that cationic lipid

	can efficiently transfect cells, there was a surge of research activity in this

	area. The field received another boost when Nabel et al. (1993) successfully

	completed a small phase I clinical trial in gene therapy of melanoma

	using cationic liposome as a...
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Execution IS the Strategy: How Leaders Achieve Maximum Results in Minimum TimeBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2014

	Turn Strategy into Performance!

	

	In today’s world of rapid, disruptive change, strategy can’t be separate from execution—it has to emerge from execution. You have to continually adjust your strategy to fit new realities. But if your organization isn’t set up to be fast on its feet, you could...
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Silverlight 2 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Full Color Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!
 

Printed entirely in color, with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!
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Learning NodeO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Take your web development skills from browser to server with Node—and learn how to write fast, highly scalable network applications on this JavaScript-based platform. With this hands-on guide, you’ll quickly master Node’s core fundamentals, gain experience with several built-in and contributed modules, and learn the...
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